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Notes:
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Notes:
1. Derived from Historic England datasets
2. Based on data deriving from Suffolk Historic Environment Record and also data gathered from East Anglia ONE (RSK 2012)

All heritage assets labelled with WA prefix
Designated assets are labelled with red text, HER records in black and walkover features in blue
Full details can be found in Appendix 25.3
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 contains data from Historic England 2015
 Contains data derived from Suffolk Historic Environment Record and East Anglia ONE (RSK 2012)
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Kirton (north), Newbourne and Hemley parishes
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Notes:
1. Derived from Historic England datasets
2. Based on data deriving from Suffolk Historic Environment Record and also data gathered from East Anglia ONE (RSK 2012)

All heritage assets labelled with WA prefix
Designated assets are labelled with red text, HER records in black and walkover features in blue
Full details can be found in Appendix 25.3
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Known archaeological and cultural heritage resource
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1. Derived from Historic England datasets
2. Based on data derived from Suffolk Historic Environment Record and also data gathered from East Anglia ONE (RSK 2012)
All heritage assets labelled with WA prefix
Designated assets are labelled with red text, HER records in black and walkover features in blue
Full details can be found in Appendix 25.2
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Notes:
1. Derived from Historic England datasets
2. Based on data derived from Suffolk Historic Environment Record and also data gathered from East Anglia ONE (RSK 2012)

All heritage assets labelled with WA prefix
Designated assets are labelled with red text,
HER records in black and walkover features in blue
Full details can be found in Appendix 25.2
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Known archaeological and cultural heritage resource
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Notes:
1. Derived from Historic England datasets
2. Based on data derived from Suffolk Historic Environment Record and also data gathered from East Anglia ONE (RSK 2012)
All heritage assets labelled with WA prefix
Designated assets are labelled with red text,
HER records in black and walkover features in blue
Full details can be found in Appendix 25.2
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Notes:
1. Derived from Historic England datasets
2. Based on data accessed from Suffolk & North East Suffolk Local Authority Council's Suffolk Historic Environment Record and also data gathered from East Anglia ONE (RSK 2012)
3. All heritage assets labeled with WA prefix
   Designated assets are labeled with red text; HER records in black and walkover features in blue
   Full details can be found in Appendix 25.2
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Notes:
1. Derived from Historic England datasets
   Full details of designated heritage assets can be found in Appendix 25.2
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Notes:
1. Based on ASE 2013 evaluation report
2. Based on geophysical survey undertaken by RSK in 2013
3. Derived from Historic England datasets
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Notes:
1. Based on ASE 2013 evaluation report
2. Based on geophysical survey undertaken by RSK in 2013
3. Derived from Historic England datasets
East Anglia THREE Limited
Onshore Electrical Transmission Work
Gradiometer survey results: greyscale plot, northern part of the survey area
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Notes:
1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE
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Gradiometer survey results: XY trace, northern part of the survey area

Notes:
1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE
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Ref: East Anglia THREE Limited
Onshore Electrical Transmission Works
Gradiometer survey results: greyscale plot, southern part of the survey area

Notes:
1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE
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1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE
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Notes:
1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE
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Notes:
1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE.
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Notes:
1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE Limited.
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Gradiometer survey results: Interpretation, southern part of the survey area
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Notes:
1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE
2. ASE 2013
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Notes:
1. Derived from survey undertaken by RSK (2013) and interpreted for East Anglia THREE
2. ASE 2013
3. Wessex Archaeology 2014
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